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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [13], Rhaly studies the infinite matrices C, (s > 0) and determines 
certain of their mapping properties on 1’. Here C, is the triangular matrix 
whose nth row is K’, . . . . n-‘, 0, 0, . . . . Thus C, = C is the Cesaro matrix, 
many of whose Z* properties were established in the fundamental article 
[ 1). Among these are: C is hyponormal, 11 Cl1 = 2, and the spectrum of C is 
the closed disk {z: 11 - zI < 1 }. Rhaly shows that if s < 1, C,V does not act 
boundedly on I* while if s > 1, C, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, hence 
compact and therefore certainly bounded (see [6, p. 181 I). He also shows 
that C,, s > 1, is not hyponormal and he establishes additional results con- 
cerning the norm and spectrum of C,. One key observation of Rhaly’s is a 
pair of factorizations involving C,, the Cesaro operator C, and diagonal 
matrices. 
In this paper, I extend parts of Rhaly’s work in two directions. In one, I 
retain the operators C,, although I usually allow the parameter to be com- 
plex, but change from the Hilbert space I’, with its rich structure, to the 
spaces P, 1 Qp < co. In the other, I generalize to what I call the Rhaly 
matrices, in which the sequence in-‘} is replaced by an arbitrary sequence 
of scalars. These matrices do not seem to have been studied extensively in 
the past, so I have attempted to collect here the consequences of applying 
to them various standard techniques of analysis. 
1. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE S-CESARO MATRICES 
Hardy’s inequality (see Section 3) implies that C acts boundedly on P, 
1 <p < co, and II C/I =p/(p - 1) in 9#(Ip). If we let CZ be the triangular 
matrix whose nth row is n-‘, . . . . n-‘, 0, 0, . . . for each n, then if Re(z) 2 1, 
each entry of C, is dominated by the corresponding entry of C. So 
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C, E a(P) and )I C,II < )I CII. If we set D, = diag{ l/n’} then a simple 
calculation reveals that D, C, = C, + z for all complex scalars z, w. In par- 
ticular, C, = D,- I C, from which it follows that if Re(z) > 1, then C, acts as 
a compact operator on lp. Also, C = D, -,C,, which leads to the conclusion 
that if Re(z) < 1, C, is unbounded on lp. (If C, were bounded, C would be 
a compact operator on P’, and it is not.) All that has been done in this 
paragraph is to note that Rhaly’s arguments work for complex values of 
the parameter and in the Ip spaces, p > 1, as well as in l*. 
If Re(z) > 1, the following calculation shows that C, is in fact a bounded 
operator on I’. We are writing s = Re(z): 
llC*bll, = f In-’ i b,/ < f KS f lbjl < f 
l7=1 j=l PI=1 j=l n=l 
n-f f lbjl) 
,=I 
Also, I(C,b),l = Jn-‘J$=, b,l Bn-“C,“=, lbil <n’-“max,.iGm lb,l, so C, 
acts boundedly on I” and II C, llBP(,9j = 1. 
The spectrum and point spectrum of C, acting on I2 were found in [ 131. 
Since C, acts boundedly on I’ if s > 1, we can ask whether the eigenvectors 
of C, are in I’. The answer is affirmative, as we shall now show; so since 
I’ c lp for every p E [ 1, co], the point spectrum of C, on every P is iden- 
tified as the set {n-‘: n = 1,2, . ..} and the spectrum of C, as the closure of 
that set. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Ifs> 1 andpa 1, then q,(C,, Ip)= {n-“:n> l}. 
Proof If z E C and C,x = Ix, where x # 0, then Mx, = x1 + . . . + x, 
for all )2 2 1. Hence x, = An’x, - IZ(n - 1)=x,- L and (An’-- 1) x, = 
A(n - 1 )‘x, _ 1 (n 2 1 ), where we take x0 to be 0. Thus /z = m -‘, where m is 
the least positive integer for which x, # 0. Furthermore, the x, for n > m 
are uniquely determined by X, by means of the recursion, so as an 
operator on the space of all scalar sequences, C, has point spectrum 
{mm*: m 2 1) and all its eigenvalues are simple. To complete the proof it 
must be shown that if s > 1, the eigenvectors of C, lie in the space I’. 
Since limk+, Ix,+&,+~-~ I =lim, JA(m+k- l)S/(,%(m+k)S-l)l = 1, 
the ratio test is inconclusive concerning C 1x,1. To apply Raabe’s test 
[S, p. 2851, we write 
(m + k)” 
-l=(m+k+l)“-m”-l= 
m”-s(m+k+8,)“-’ 
(m+k+l)“-m” ’ 
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where 0 < 8, < 1. So the Raabe’s test limit is 
lim (m+k)[l*i-l] 
k-m 
Hence C (x,1 converges. 
Remark. For certain values of s, more can be said about the eigenvec- 
tors of C,. For example, if s = 2, the recurrence yields 
Since (“z”)-n”/T(a+l) as n-co, x,+k=O(k-2) as k+co. Hence if 
s = 2, the eigenvectors of C, are in P’ for every p > t. 
If Re(z) > 1 and 1 <p < co, C, acts boundedly on fp, so its Banach space 
adjoint acts boundedly on Ip’, where p’ is the conjugate index to p. In order 
to establish an analog of [13, Theorem 43 we need the following fact. 
LEMMA. Zfa>Othen Il+hla=1+crRe(h)+O(lh(2)ash--+OinC. 
To prove the lemma write ~l+h~“=(~l+h(2)“‘2=(1+~h~2+2Re(h))OL~2 
and use the fact that (1 + t)d2 = 1 + crz/2 + o(t*) as t + 0 in 5X. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Re(z) > 1 and 1 <p< 00. Let A ~98(P’) be the 
Banach space adjoint of C, E S#(Ip). Then every eigenvalue of A is simple, and 
n,(A) = (n-7 n = 1, 2, . ..}. 
Proof Since (Ay), = C,” y,/k”, (Ay), - (Ay),, i =n-‘y,,. Thus /A is an 
eigenvalue of A and y is an eigenvector corresponding to ,U iffy # 0 and 
PYn+l =b-----‘)Yn (n 2 1). (1) 
From (1) it is clear that p # 0, since if ,LJ = 0 then every y, = 0. There are 
two cases to consider. If some component of y is zero then (1) shows that 
all succeeding components are zero as well, ,Y = m -‘, where y,,, is the last 
nonzero component of y, and y = CJ’!! i yjej. (The ej are the standard unit 
vectors.) Furthermore, in this case, y,,- i, . . . . y, are uniquely determined 
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recursively from (1). Since y is only finitely nonzero, y E lp’ and p is an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity 1. 
It remains to be shown that if no component of y is zero, then ~4 P’. 
Certainly if all yn # 0, then by (l), p is not of the form n-‘. Since 
Yn+I/y,=l-P--~-“, 
(Here the lemma has been used.) So the limit in Raabe’s test is 0 > -1, and 
therefore y $ lp’. 
Remark. If z = 1, A is the transpose of the Cesaro matrix, and 
expression (2) becomes -p’ Re(p-‘) + O(n-‘); so Raabe’s test implies that 
p is an eigenvalue of C’ E .G@(F”) if Re(p-‘) > l/p’ but p is not an eigenvalue 
if Re(p-‘) < l/p’. These results were established by the author in [9] using 
a different argument. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. IfRe(z)> 1, 7c0(c, Z2)= {n-j: n= 1, 2 ,... }. 
The argument, a trivial modification of the argument in [ 131, is 
analogous to that of 1.2 (but simpler) and is omitted. 
C, is a continuous function of s on (1, co) with respect to the norm 
topology of %?(I*) [13, Theorem 71 but discontinuous (from the right) at 
s = 1. The required estimates are identical in g(Zp) but more can in fact be 
demonstrated. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The mapping s + C, from ( 1, cc ) into S?(P) is differen- 
tiable at every point. 
ProoJ: Since C, = D,- , C, it suffices to prove that f(s) = D,+ , is dif- 
ferentiable at every point of (1, cc). (Since [lf(l + h) --f(l)/1 = 
IlD, - 111 =sup,( 1 - n?) = 1 if h > 0,fis discontinuous at 1. All norms here 
are operator norms on P.) 
It will s&ice to show that there exist L, and p,(h) in g(P) such that 
fb + h) =f(s) + W + h2ps(h), (3) 
where p,(h) = 0( 1) as h + 0. Clearly, 
f(s+h)-f(s)=diag(n’-“(n-h-l)}. (4) 
Applying Taylor’s formula, 
n -h= 1 -a h+La2h2ns n 2n 9 (5) 
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where 8 = Qn, h) is between 0 and -h and LX,, = log n. Noting (4) and (5), 
(3) holds with 
L,=diag{ -a&F’} and p,(h) = diag(ain’/n”--‘} 
Since s > 1, the diagonal of L, is a null sequence, so L, is a compact 
operator in 9?(Zp). On the other hand: (i) if h > 0, the diagonal of p,(h) is 
dominated by the null sequence {log*n/n”-‘}; (ii) if -$(s-- 1) <h ~0, the 
diagonal of p,(h) is dominated by the null sequence {log* n/n’“- l)‘*}. Thus 
p,(h) = O(l), and the proof is complete. 
2. RHALY MATRICES 
Given a sequence a = {a, } of scalars, the Rhaly matrix R, is the lower 
triangular matrix with constant row-segments 
‘I, 0 0 . . . 
a3 a3 a3 . . . . . . . . . 
The Cesaro matrix C is RI,,,) and more generally, if we take a, = n -’ we 
get the z-Cesaro matrix C,. 
It is clear that C is the only weighted mean or Norlund mean which is 
also a Rhaly matrix. Moreover, C is a totally regular Hausdorff matrix. 
Using the fact (see [3, 11.31) that the Hausdorff matrices are the infinite 
matrices which commute with C, we now show that essentially no other 
Rhaly matrix is a Hausdorff matrix. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If R, commutes with C then R, is a scalar multiple 
of c, 
Proof: If R, C = CR, then equating first columns we find 
a,, i l/k=l f ak for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
k=l nk=l 
Using (i), we can prove using strong induction that for every n, 
(i) 
1 
a,=-a,. 
n 
Thus R, = a, C. 
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Direct calculation yields the following useful facts. Since the matrices 
here are lower triangular, there can be no problems with nonassociativity; 
so the properties hold whether the factors are considered as matrices or as 
operators. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf D is the diagonal matrix diag{d,,}, then DRI,Oj = R{,.,). 
Hence every Rhaly matrix has the factorization R, = DC, where 
D=diag(na,); while ifevery a,#O, C=DR,, where b=diag(l/na,}. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The matricial commutant of the set of Rhaly matrices 
is trivial: ifan infinite matrix B commutes with every Rhaly matrix then B is 
a scalar multiple of the identity matrix. 
Proof. First, since B commutes with the Cesaro matrix, B is a 
Hausdorff matrix: B = 6D(p) 6, where 6 is the lower triangular matrix with 
6(m, n) = (- l)“-‘(;I:) for 1 <n < m and D(,u) is a diagonal matrix 
with diagonal p = {pl, pLz, .. . }. In particular, B is a triangular matrix, with 
diagonal entries b, = pL, .
Since B commutes with the matrix E, where 
for ndm 
for n>m’ 5 bmj= f bkn j=n k=n 
whenever 1 < n < m. In particular, along the sub-diagonal stripe n = m - 1, 
b,,,-,+b,,=b,-l,,-,+b,,,-,. Hence b,,,=b,-l,,-l. Since this is 
true for all values of m > 2, the diagonal of B is a constant sequence. As B 
is a Hausdorff matrix, b,, is obtained from p,, by multiplying a binomial 
coefficient by a repeated forward difference. Since all the p’s are equal, the 
differences are 0, and thus b,, = 0 if n cm. Hence B is diagonal with all 
diagonal entries identical, and the theorem is proved. 
Since the proof of Proposition 2.3 utilized the matrix E, which does not 
act on any I* space (the columns of E do not even lie in co), one may ask 
whether commuting with two specific Rhaly matrices suffices (using 
matrices which act boundedly on I*). The following assertions are then 
relevant. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (a) Zf an infinite matrix B commutes with the Cesciro 
matrix and a z-Cesciro matrix with z # 1, then B = b,,Z. 
(b) Zf B is lower triangular and commutes with two distinct z-Cesdro 
matrices, then B = b 1 1 I. 
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Proof: Under either hypothesis, B is triangular. Assuming that B 
commutes with the Rhaly matrix with diagonal (a,}, 
i b mkak= a,,,, l<n<m. 
k=n 
In particular, taking n = m - 1 > 1, (1) becomes 
b,.,-la,~,+b,,a,=(b,-,,,-,+b,,,-,)a,, 
(1) 
(2) 
or 
(3) 
if none of the a’s is zero. 
Under hypothesis (a), since (3) holds both when a,, = l/n and when 
a,, = l/n’, where z is a specific complex number unequal to 1, we have 
(I-~)b,,,-,=(I-(~)i)b,,~-,, m32. (4) 
In (4), the factors in the parentheses are unequal, so b,,,- 1 = 0. 
Substituting in (3), it follows that b,, = b,,- i,+ I for all m 2 2. Hence the 
diagonal of B is constant. The rest of the argument is identical to the end of 
the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
On the other hand, under hypothesis (b), (3) holds when a, = n -’ for 
two distinct values of z, so there is an analog of (4) and we conclude that 
the diagonal of B is constant and the subdiagonal stripe is zero. 
Relation (1) holds for a,, = n -‘. Since bmmam = bnnam and b,,, _ 1 = 
b n + ,,n = 0, common terms may be dropped in (1) which reduces to 
~~~b,,ak=(k~+*b,.)a,, l<n<m-2. (5) 
This is a triangular system of equations 
b,,al+bm2a2+ +-. +b,,,-2am-Z=(b31+b4,+ ... +b,,)a, 
b **a2 + ... + bm,m-2am-2 = ( b,, + . . . + bm2) a, 
. . . . 
hn,m-sm--2= ( bm,m--l) am. 
(6) 
Since the a,,‘~ for a z-Ceslro matrix are distinct, the final equation in 
system (6) implies that b,,,pz = 0. Back-substituting, one can now prove 
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inductively that all of the entries of B below its diagonal are zero, which is 
all that remained to be shown. 
Remark. The statement of 2.4(a) implies that of 2.3, but it does not 
speak to the actual content of 2.3, namely that BC= CB and BE = EB 
together imply that B is a scalar multiple of I. 
The Rhaly matrices form a linear space since R fAn. + +,,) = ilR,,“) + ,uR jb”l 
but, since R,R, is usually not a Rhaly matrix, they do not form an algebra. 
If for every standard unit vector ek , (Amek} converges coordinatewise to 
Aek, where {A,} is a sequence of Rhaly matrices, then A is also a Rhaly 
matrix. Indeed, Amek = kth column of A, = 
- 0 - -P kth column of A for every k. 
0 
Cm) 
ak 
4T 1 
Since the first k - 1 coordinates of Amek are 0, the same is true for Ae,. 
This is true for every k, so A is lower triangular. Moreover, 
a 
a 
k +Lkl&lim- _ o. uiTj for every j> 0, so n 2 k implies that 
ukm). Hence A has constant row-segments and A = R{,“,). 
Slice P loi:ergence implies coordinatewise convergence, we have proved 
the following. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For fixed PE [l, 001, the Rhaly matrices which are 
bounded on P form a (strongly) closed subspace of a(P). 
Every Rhaly matrix factors as follows: R, = D,E, where D, = diag{a,} 
and E=R, is as above. (Here e=(l, 1, l,...).) If y=Ex then x,=y, and 
x, = y, - y,-, for n > 1, so E-’ is bidiagonal. Hence R;’ = E-‘D;’ is also 
bidiagonal if all a, # 0: 
* 
R,‘= l/a2 
- l/a2 l/a3 
. . . . 
. . I (see [7, Section 8.1). 
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3. RHALY OPERATORS ON SEQUENCE SPACES 
Hardy’s inequality ([S, 9.81, generalized in [4]) asserts that if p > 1, 
and the constant p/(p - 1) is the best possible. Thus C is a bounded 
operator on every ip, p> 1, and llC/l =p/(p- 1). (On the other hand, C is 
unbounded on I’.) The lp properties of C and other Hausdorff matrices 
have been studied in [9, 10, 141. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) If {na,} is bounded, then R, acts boundedly on lp 
for every P > 1, and IIM G (P/(P - 1)) supn Ina, I. 
(b) If lim na, = 0, then R, is a compact operator on lp for every p > 1. 
(c) If lim Ina,, = co, then R, is not bounded on any lp. 
ProoJ (a) If {na, > is bounded then D = diag{na,} is a bounded mul- 
tiplication operator on every fp, with lIDI = sup,, Ina, I. So the boundedness 
and norm estimates for R, follow from the first factorization in Lemma 2.2, 
since IIDCII G IIDII Ilcll. 
(b) Suppose na, + 0. Then D = diag{na,} is the limit in %?(lp) of a 
sequence of diagonal operators of finite rank, so R, = DC is also a limit of 
finite-rank operators. Thus R, is compact. 
(c) Suppose that Ina, I -+ 00. Then D in Lemma 2.2 is the limit of 
finite-rank operators. So if R, were bounded the factorization C= dR, 
would lead the conclusion that C is a compact operator. But the spectrum 
o(C, P) is a closed disk [9], so C cannot be compact. Because of the 
contradiction, R, cannot be bounded on any lp. 
Remark. An alternate proof of 3.1, (a) can be based on Theorem 1 in 
[ 111. For Rhaly matrices one has the weighted norm estimate 
provided 2, > 0, c1 is a decreasing function on (0, 11 such that c,(a) = 
s:, t-lip a(t) dt < 00, and la,,, I G (&,/A,) a(A,,/A,) (1 <n d m) (where 
A, = 2, + . . + 1,). Specializing to the case where all 2, = 1, we obtain 
precisely 3.1 (a). 
The boundedness condition for Rhaly matrices 
1 
a,=0 - 0 n (B) 
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may seem ad hoc, introduced merely to permit dominance of R, by the 
Cedro matrix and hence, by Hardy’s inequality, to ensure that R, be a 
bounded operator on every Zp, p > 1. But as the following theorem shows, 
(B) is in fact a natural condition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) R, acts boundedly on cO iff (na,} is bounded. (b) 
R, acts boundedly on 1” iff {na,} is bounded. 
ProoJ An infinite matrix A determines a bounded linear operator on co 
iff (1) lim,,, unk =0 for each k and (2) M=supn& lank1 <cc [12, pp. 
163-16411. If A = R,, then a,& =a, for n >k while zk lank1 =n Icz,[, so 
conditions (1) and (2) become (l*) lim a,, =0 and (2*) {na,} E I”. Of 
course, (2*) is (B) and (l*) is a consequence of (2*), so (a) is proved. 
Furthermore, 11 AlI in a(co) is M, so lIR,llB~caj = sup, Ina, I. 
If A acts boundedly on I”, then ilAellm d liA/l, where e is the unit 
sequence (1, 1, . ..). S ince Ae= {na,}, it follows that sup, Ina,l 6 [IAl/. 
Conversely, if Ina, < K for every n, then la, Xi”= I xjl < (K/n) 
c,“=, lxjl < K /lxll co for every x in I” and every n. So A maps I” into I” 
and IlAxll o. 6 K llxll o. for everyx. 
Using additional classical results on summability (see [12]) we now 
show that certain other mapping properties of R, reflect the behavior of the 
sequence {na,}. (But compare 3.4, where the condition is solely on (Us).) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (a) A Rhaly matrix R, is Toeplitz-regular (i.e., preser- 
ves convergence and limits) iff it is asymptotic to the Cesriro matrix, in the 
sense that lim na, = 1. 
(b) R, is conservative (i.e., preserves convergence) iff (na,} converges. 
Proof. The Silverman-Toeplitz conditions for the regularity of an 
infinite matrix A are conditions (1) and (2) above and 
lim 1 unk = 1. 
n k 
(3) 
If A = R, , (3) is the statement hat lim na, = 1 and (3) implies (1) and (2). 
So (a) is clear. 
The Kojima-Schur conditions for A to be conservative are (2) above and 
for every m, lim f unk exists. 
n-CC k=,,, 
(4) 
If A= R, these translate into (2*)(na,} is bounded and (4*) 
lim, (n + 1 - m) a, exists, for every m. 
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If R, is conservative it follows from (2*) that a, -+ 0, so by subtraction of 
limits, (4*) implies that lim na, exists. Conversely, if {na,} converges then 
(2*) is immediate, so a,, --+O and therefore (4*) follows by addition of 
limits. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. A Rhaly matrix R, maps 1’ into I’ lff a E I’, and in this 
case R, is a bounded operator of norm equal to C [a, 1. 
Proof: By an observation of Cohen and Dunford [2], which has in fact 
been used earlier in Section 1, A maps I’ into I’ iff the columns of A form a 
bounded set in I’. Since the I’ norm of a dominates that of every column of 
R,, the proof is now obvious. (The norm calculation is easy.) 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let {a,,} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers. 
Then if R, acts boundedly on I’, R, is a compact operator on lp for every 
p> 1. 
Proof. By hypothesis, a,, decreases, a, > 0, and C a,, < co. Hence by 
Olivier’s theorem [S, p. 801, lim na, = 0. So by 3.1 (b), R, is compact on 
every Ip, p > 1. (By a result of Boas, Proc. London Math. Sot. (3) 14 (1965), 
39, the monotonicity hypothesis can be replaced by certain kinds of 
generalized quasi-monotonicity.) 
EXAMPLE. If {a,} is a decreasing sequence of positive terms and if 
{a,} E Ip for every p > 1, it does not necessarily follow that R, acts boun- 
dedly. (This contrasts with the situation in the corollary, which requires 
that a E I’.) For instance, if a,, = log n/n for n > 3, then a,, 10 and C a; < CO 
for every p > 1, by the Cauchy condensation test. But since na, -+ +CO, R, 
is not bounded on any Ip. 
In Example 2 of the next section it is shown that the sufficient condition 
for lp-boundedness of R,, namely that {na,} be bounded, is not a 
necessary condition when p = 2. An evident necessary condition is that 
a E Ip, since a = R,e, . (Indeed, Johnson and Mohapatra [7] observe that if 
a 4 lp then the only nonnegative sequence which is mapped into Ip by R, is 
the zero sequence.) Although a E P’ is not sufficient for P-boundedness of R, 
(when i <s < 1, {npS} E f* but C, is unbounded on Z*), when a is in Zp one 
can derive certain weighted-norm inequalities for R,. In particular, if a 
has strictly positive entries and aElp, then for every x in Ip, 
R.({M ai-’ EpZn a;}) E Zp. On the other hand, if r > l/p and if 
C,({ Ix,y,,l})~l~ for every x in lp, then { ynn-‘+i’P} elm (see [7, 
Section S] ). 
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4. RHALY OPERATORS ON Z* 
The self-dual nature of l*, which means that the transpose of an operator 
acts on the same space as the operator and, in particular, the fact that 
11 TT* 11 = 11 TII * for operators on a Hilbert space, allows us to sharpen some 
of the general Rhaly operator facts of Section 3. 
First let us restate Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Zf (na, } is bounded, then R, E .93(Z2) and II R, II < 
2 supn Ina,, I. Zf Ina,l + co, then R, is unbounded. 
An infinite matrix A determines a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 1* iff 
C,,, I (Ae,, e, ) I * = C,,, Ian,,, I* converges. Furthermore, every Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator is compact and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm dominates the 
operator norm. If A is a Rhaly matrix R,, then C,,, Iu.,~~* = C, n [a”[*, so 
the following statements have been proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. R, is a Hilbert-Schmidt matrix iff C,, n la,, I* con- 
verges. Zf the series converges, then 11 R, II G (z n (a,,[ *) I’* and R, is a compact 
operator on 1*. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a, =n-‘(log n)-‘I*, n 2 2. Then a, decreases mono- 
tonically to 0 and lim na, = 0 as well, so R, is a compact operator on Z2. 
But R, is not Hilbert-Schmidt. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a, = n- 7’8 if n is a perfect square and let a, = 0 
otherwise. 
Ckm_ 1 k-3/2 
Since C,“=, n Ia,12=C,.Sn.n-7’4 = CnESnP314 = 
< cc (S= the set of perfect squares), R, is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator. Furthermore, IIR,II <i($)“*. In this example, R, is a bounded 
operator on Z* even though {na,} is unbounded. Thus neither sufficient 
condition in 4.1 is necessary for its conclusion. 
The norm estimate in 4.1 may be strengthened. In their determination of 
the norm of the Cesaro operator on Z* Cl], the authors note that 
(I- C)(Z- C)* =I-diag{ l/n> and hence has norm 1. Therefore 
IIZ- Cl/* = 1, so IlCll < 2. Rhaly has adapted this method to find an 
estimate for the l* norm of C,, s > 1. Does this generalize to Rhaly 
matrices? 
Let D = diag{ d,,} and A = R,,“) . We may calculate that 
(AA*),, = ma,,& if 1 <m < n (the sub-diagonal entries are given by Her- 
mitian symmetry). Further calculation shows that (D- A)(D- A)* = 
(DD* + AA*) - (AD* + DA*) = B, where B is Hermitian and 
b,, = (ma, - d,) a, if l<m<n 
b,,=n la,l*+ ld,l*-2Re(a,d,). 
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Thus if a, is nonzero for infinitely many n, there is only one diagonal 
matrix D for which (D-A)(D-A)* is diagonal, namely D= diag{na,}. 
So let us take D =diag{na,} and assume that a,= 0(1/n). (Henceforth 
we do not require that infinitely many a, be nonzero.) By the formula 
above, (D -A)(D - A)* = B, the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
b,, = (n’ -n) IanI ‘. Hence in @f*), /ID - A 11 2 = 11 BJI = sup,(n2 -n) la,, *. An 
application of the triangle inequality now yields the following improvement 
on the estimate )lR,II 62sup, Inu,,l of 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Zf {nu,} is bounded, then on I*, llR.II < sup, Ina,, + 
sup,(n* - n)“* la, I. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Zf Re(z) 2 t, rhen )IC,II Q 1 + 2PRecr)+ ‘I*. 
Indeed, specializing in 4.3, we have I/C,II 6 1 + sup,((n - l)/n2’-‘)“*, 
where s = Re(z). 
The function defined on (0, co) by q(t) = (t - 1)/t’“- ’ has a derivative 
which is positive for 0 < t < t,,,, negative for t > t,,,, where 
t max = (2s- 1)/(2s-2). Note that t,,, < 2 iff s> 5. Since q(l) =0 and 
q(n) < (p(2) < cp(t,,,) if n > 2, the supremum is obtained at n = 2. So the 
corollary is proved. 
There is an obvious lower bound for the norm of a Rhaly operator on I*: 
II&II > IIRneJ2= Ijal12. In particular, IIC,II 3 (Cnp2Re(z))1’2> 1. So by 
Corollary 4.4, IICZ 11 is between two functions whose limit is 1, and we may 
conclude that lim&(,,, +cO IIC,II = 1. 
Let N be a positive integer and consider CcN), the Nx N finite section of 
the Cesaro matrix: 
C(N) = 
100.. . . . . 
1 * 55. 0 . 
.... 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . 1 1 ‘1 
NN -.. N ‘o ‘. 
0 I). . . 0.. . 
Hardy’s inequality yields only the estimate I(C(N)II < 2. However, by 4.3, 
(IP)II < 1 + max 1 6,GN((n2 - n)/n2)li2. Since 1 - l/n has its maximum at 
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n = N, we conclude that jjC(N)jJ < 1 + (1 - l/N)“*. By a very different 
method Wilf [ 16, p. 371 has found the asymptotic expansion 
Another consequence of the representation (D - R,)(D - R,)* = B, 
where D = diag{ na,} and B = diag{ ( n* - n) janI ‘} is that the spectrum of 
D - R, is contained in the disk of radius sup,(n* - n)l/* la, 1 centered at 0. 
The authors of [ 1 ] used this fact in the case: D = Z, R, = C in determining 
the spectrum of C but, in general, no more can be deduced from this about 
o(R,, Z*). Indeed, D and R, ordinarily do not commute, so a(D - R,) has 
no necessary relationship to a(R,). (If DR, = R,D then in the mth row, 
ma* =a,a,=2a,a,= ... =ma,a So if a, #O for infinitely many n, 
CorCfmutativity implies that na, = ayfor all n; i.e., R, is a scalar multiple of 
C and D = ail. If only finitely many a, are nonzero, commutativity holds 
iff R, = a, CcN) and D = a, ZcN) for some N.) 
One other structural property established in [ 1 ] is valid only in the two 
cases above. Let A = R, act boundedly on I*. Then A*A is a reverse-L 
shaped matrix, with entries (A*A),, = fi,,, if n <m, /?, if n > m, where 
/Ik = c,Ek jail*. So A *A -AA* is reverse-L shaped iff AA* has that shape. 
By a remark in the proof of 4.3, this holds iff for every m, 
a,q=2a,q= ... =ma,q (across row m) = ala, =2a,z; . . . = 
mamq (down column m). Hence A = a, C if infinitely many a, are nonzero 
while otherwise A = a, C (N) for some N. For no other Rhaly matrix is 
A*A -AA* reverse-L shaped. 
We close with a common generalization of Proposition 4.2 and the com- 
pactness of C, on Ip. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let p, q > 1. If M = C,,, mqlP’ la,,, Iq < co then R, maps 
Ip into Iq and is a compact operator with 11 R,II d M1lq. 
Proof: The Hille-Tamarkin condition for compactness of integral 
operators specializes as follows (see [ 15, Theorem 2; 2, p. 6941): a 
lower triangular matrix map is compact from Zp into Zq if 
cm E= 1 14itnlP’)q’P’ < co. This reduces to the hypothesis in the case of a 
Rhaly matrix. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Zf p, q > 1 and Re(z) > 1 + l/q - l/p, the z-Cesdro 
matrix determines a compact operator from Ip into lq. 
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